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ABSTRACT: Despite recent progress in understanding the
wetting principles on soft solids, the roles of chemical bonding
in the formation of interfaces have been largely ignored,
because most of these studies are conducted at room
temperatures. Here we propose a universal wetting principle
from solution thermodynamics to account for the softening of
both the solid and liquid surfaces (stable or metastable).
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are applied to
evaluate the stability and electron transportation across the
interfaces. We find that wetting is dominated by the system
entropy changes involving not only the stable liquid alloy
phase but also the metastable liquid oxide phases. The state-of-art multicomponent solution thermodynamic models and
databases are applied to describe the entropy changes and predict the wetting behaviors. Our results show that by chemically
softening either the liquid or the solid phase, the wetting angle reduces. And an effective soften agent/additive (either in the form
of chemical elements or molecules) will weaken the bonds within the liquid (or solid) phase and promote new bonds at the
interfaces, thus increasing the interface entropy. Subsequently, as an example, Ti and Zr are proposed as effective softening
elements to improve the wetting of aluminum liquid on B6Si(s). This approach provides a concept and tool to advance research
in catalytic chemistry, nucleation (growth), elastowetting, and cell−substrate interactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The process of wetting for a liquid on a soft and deformable
material surface has been intensively investigated over the past
half century.1−19 A recent breakthrough1,2,20 allows detailed
observation of the wetting ridge geometry where gas, liquid and
solid phases joint. Park et al.1 found a strong correlation
between the solid Young’s modulus and the area of the liquid/
solid interface; solid with higher Young’s modulus prefers a
reduce liquid/solid interface area. Because Young’s modulus is a
measure of the bond stiffness (normalized by bond length), it is
expected that chemical bonding plays a crucial role in
determining the wetting ridge geometry. However, influence
of chemical bonding to the wetting on soft materials has so far
been largely ignored, due to the characteristic secondary
bonding in soft materials. On the other hand, the role of
chemical bonding in the wetting of solid by liquid alloys is well-
known.21,22 At an early nucleation and growth stage, the
interface is soft in comparison with the fully grown solid, due to
the formation of metastable-amorphous-like interface structures
that have much lower Young’s modulus. The solid surface is
then softened by the adjacent liquid atoms through a bond
breaking and/or formation process, similar to a recent report23

on the two-step nucleation in solid−solid transition involving
liquid nuclei.
We shall look into thermodynamic principles that govern the

early stage of wetting with a chemically softened solid surface,
involving both stable and metastable phases.23 Many efforts are
reported in developing thermodynamic theory and models for
liquid/solid interfaces. Naidich24,25 estimated the bonding
energy between liquid alloy and solid oxide using a redox
reaction energy and tried to explain the observed wetting
behaviors. But partially by the lack of quality thermodynamic
models and databases, especially for liquid solutions at the time,
no clear thermodynamic property or calculation protocol was
established that predicts the wetting behaviors. In this work, by
applying the state-of-art solution thermodynamic models and
databases together with density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, we propose a principle and method for the study
of wetting on chemically softened solid surfaces.
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Although wetting is not strictly an isobaric nor isometric
process, reaction Gibbs free energy or Helmholtz free energy is
often used to simulate the system energy changes. It is not a
surprise that most of the thermodynamic analysis for interfaces
starts from the work of adhesion, which is the change in
interface energy due to the destruction of old (liquid/solid) and
the formation of two new interfaces (liquid/vapor and solid/
vapor). And, it is well documented that cosine wetting angle
can be calculated from the work of adhesion and the vapor/
liquid interface energy.26 To derive a more general principle
and practical method for the wetting study, we start from the
second law of thermodynamics, which states that there is an
increase (during the wetting process) in the sum of the
entropies of the vapor−liquid−solid three-phase system. It is of
interest that the role of entropy in phase (or ordering)
transition has attracted increasing attention recently.27,28

In our three-phase-system, the gas phase has the largest
entropy among all three phases and is expected to dominate the
changes in the system entropy; we then first revisit the Young−
Laplace equation,29 which indicates that the surface radius of a
vapor bubble is inversely proportional to the pressure drop
when the surface expands, hence the wetting angle (or wetting
joint geometry) is associated with the surface pressure drops.
For a general wetting process where a liquid metal (M1) is in
contact with a solid oxide (M2O), the surface pressure drops is
further linked to the evolution of oxygen partial pressures in the
M1 + M2 + M1O + M2O system. On the other hand, the
entropy of mixing for an n-mole two component (1 and 2)
ideal solution is ΔSmix = −nR (x1ln x1 + x2 ln x2), where R is the
gas constant and xi the mole fraction of component i. In an idea
gas phase, the partial pressure of component i equals the mole
fraction of i; Pi = xi. Therefore, the wetting angle may be
determined by the entropy changes, which are functions of
oxygen partial pressures and/or constituent molar fractions of
both the liquid alloy and the metastable liquid oxide phases23 in
the following redox reaction:

+ + + = +mn onM M M O M O1 2 1 2 Alloy Oxide (1)

where a mixture of 1 mol of M1, 1 mol of M2, 1 mol of M1O
and 1 mol of M2O reacts to form m moles of liquid metal alloy
nAlloy and o moles of metastable liquid oxide nOxide.

30,31 nAlloy and
nOxide are respectively a binary solution (M1−M2 for Alloy and
M1O−M2O for Oxide). Equation 1 is the formation reaction of
two binary solutions (alloy and oxide) from two unary metals
and two unary oxides, which represents the formation of alloy/
oxide interfaces during wetting.
We shall demonstrate how to apply eq 1 by four industrial

case studies. In case 1, only one metal (M1 = Sn) wets on one
oxide (M2O = SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, or ZrO2, respectively), and
the formed alloy or oxide based on eq 1 is a pure Sn for nAlloy
and SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, or ZrO2 for nOxide. Because both the
activity of Sn in liquid and the activity of the metal oxide in
solid are in unity, it is sufficient to represent the entropy
changes and thus approximate wetting angles by oxygen partial
pressures of eq 1. In case 2, a zinc-alloy wets on a steel surface
to form initially a multicomponent alloy and oxide phases as in
eq 1. The alloy and oxide are no longer single components, as
in case 1, but solutions. Entropy changes brought up by gas
phase (via oxygen partial pressure) and the other two phases
(via the formation of multicomponent alloy and oxide) can be
approximated by a chemical equilibrium calculation on eq 1.
The entropy changes after partitioning nx2 moles of M1 from
the nAlloy (which initially is a unary phase) to the nOxide solution

can be estimated by the partition-configuration-entropy of M1:
ΔSmix = −nR (x1ln x1 + x2ln x2), where x1 and x2 (=1 − x1) are
the molar fractions of M1 left in the alloy and the oxide phase,
respectively. Therefore, the partition of each constituent among
difference phases, or the configuration entropy of a constituent,
may be used as a rough indicator for changes in system entropy.
Using the resultant phase partitions (between alloy and oxide)
of each constituents, which are functions of entropy changes,
we explain well the experiment observations in zinc galvanizing,
and subsequently we reveal the thermodynamics basis that
favors lower wetting angles (i.e., increase in entropy). In case 3,
an Al-alloy wets on the B4C substrate. By eq 1, the formed Al-
alloy and the Al2O3-containing oxide (a metastable phase
appeared at the early stage of wetting) are multicomponent
phases. Similar to case 2, our calculations agree well with the
observed Al/B4C wetting experiments. Finally, in case 4, we
predict the wetting of Al-alloy on the B6Si substrate using eq 1.
Becuase there is no experiment reported so far and furthermore
both DFT and MD calculations simulated well the Al/AlB2
interfaces,32,33 DFT calculations are used to verify the model
developed by thermodynamic calculations based on eq 1. And
good agreements are reached between the two models with
regards to the physics of the wetting at the atomic/electronic
levels. For each of the four cases more details will be given
below, however, the final results will be reported in the later
sections.
Case 1: Wetting of Sn on Each of SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, and

ZrO2. The nAlloy and nOxide in eq 1 become a pure metal Sn and
one of the above four single oxides, respectively. Entropy
changes during wetting are dominated by the gas phase. We
approximate the entropy changes by changes in oxygen partial
pressures, which can also be readily read from the Ellingham
diagram. In the last century, abundant knowledge and tools
have been devoted to the thermodynamics in gas-pure metal-
pure oxide systems, driven mainly by metal extraction practice.
In particular, the difference in oxygen partial pressures (1PO2
and 2PO2) for two metals (M1 and M2), which is associated
with the surface pressure drops, can be directly read from the
so-called Ellingham diagram34 at any given temperature, where
1PO2 and 2PO2 are, respectively, the reaction oxygen partial
pressure:

+ =M 0.5O M O1 2 1 (2)

and

+ =M 0.5O M O2 2 2 (3)

Alternatively, the difference of 1PO2 and 2PO2 in logarithm
form at a given temperature can be calculated from the reaction
energy (ΔG3):

+ = +0.5M 0.5M O 0.5M 0.5M O1 2 2 1 (4)

For example, from the Ellingham diagram,35 (4.0 × 10−21)1/2

(−377.0/2 kJ/mol), (1.0 × 10−36)1/2 (−715.0/2 kJ/mol), and
398.0/2 kJ/mol are, respectively, the oxygen partial pressure
(Gibbs energy of formation) of SnO2 in eq 2, of SiO2 in eq 3,
and the reaction Gibbs energy of eq 4 at 727 °C, where the
simple operations are taken because the reactions in the
Ellingham diagram are based on per mol O2, whereas eq 4 is
based on per mol of metal).
Assume M1, M2O, and oxygen-containing gas are in liquid,

solid, and vapor phase, respectively, eq 4 simulates the chemical
reactions during the wetting of liquid metal (M1) on a solid
oxide (M2O), and the reaction energy mimics the work of
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adhesion. Therefore, the pressure drops and work of adhesion
can be simulated by using eq 4 and can be visualized using the
Ellingham diagram (as the example shown above). Practically,
eqs 1 and 4 are just two different ways of presenting the redox
reactions between Sn and the oxide. We further apply the
normalized formation energy difference GYL = (ΔG1−ΔG2)/
ΔG1 = ln(2PO2/1PO2)/ln1PO2 for eq 4 to represent the relative
pressure drops (term) defined in the Young Laplace equation.
ΔG1 and ΔG2 are, respectively, the Gibbs free energies of
reactions 2 and 3, and both 2PO2 and 1PO2 can be read from
the Ellingham diagram (as shown above). In a more general
form, eq 4 can be rewritten as

+ = + + −+ + m n eM M M M ( )n m
1

o
2 2

o
1 (5)

where n and m are the charges of the M2 and M1 cation,
respectively. Because the vapor phase contributes to the largest
portion of the total entropy changes, we calculate (or read from
the Ellingham diagram) GYL and use it to explain the reported
wetting behaviors in the four vapor phase dominant systems;
Sn-MiO (i = SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, and ZrO2), where entropy
varies with temperature only.
Case 2: Wetting of Zn on Steel. We further extend the

above calculations to systems containing alloys of higher
melting temperatures and nonoxides, where entropy changes in
liquid are no longer ignorable. Using eq 1, we approximate the
entropy changes from the partition of metallic elements
between the stable liquid alloy and metastable liquid oxide
phases. And we explain well the softening (by alloying) of the
liquid surface in zinc galvanizing at 450 °C. Our models are
consistent with experiment reports.
Case 3: Wetting of Al on B4C. In this system, the entropy is

still dominated by the gas phase and the entropy changes of the
liquid alloys (having even higher melting temperatures) are no
longer ignorable. Using eq 1 we approximate the entropy
changes from the partition of metallic elements between the
stable liquid alloy and metastable liquid oxide phases. Our
thermodynamic calculations on eq 1 reproduce well the
reported experiment observations about Ti-alloying.
Case 4: Wetting of Al on B6Si. Furthermore, on the basis of

eq 1, we predict new effective softening elements (Ti and Zr) in
the Al−B6Si system, which demonstrated the forecasting power
of this general model.
Therefore, this study provides an opportunity not only to

advance the fundamental understanding on wetting process but
also to develop a practical tool in the design/development of
new additives to control the nucleation and growth process at
interfaces.

2. SOLUTION THERMODYNAMICS AND DFT
CALCUALTIONS

All thermodynamic calculations in this study are conducted by using
the FactSage36 computing system. We typically (1) insert the reactants
of eq 1 into the Equilib module of the software; for example, we input
1 mol of metals (M1) and 1 mol of its metal oxide (like M1O) for all
metals involved in the Zn-galvanizing process, (2) select two phases (a
stable liquid alloy and a metastable liquid slag (or oxide solution))
from the FactSage solution database list, (3) setup the wetting
temperature, (4) conduct energy minimization for the system to reach
equilibrium, and (5) read the output file, which shows the equilibrium
amount of the two phases as well as the constituent molar fractions of
each phase. More details on the case study for Zn-galvanizing will be
given when eq 6 is introduced.
All DFT calculations are carried out using the all-electron-like

projector augmented wave (PAW) method37 and the Perdew−Burke−

Ernserhof (PBE) exchange correlation potential38 as implemented in
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP).39 We applied DFT
calculations to further confirm the stability as well as the expected
electron transportation across the interface between Al and B6Si. For
the DFT calculations, the cutoff energy for the plane wave expansion
of the wave functions is 500 eV, and the Hellman−Feynman forces are
less than 5 meV/Å. The lattice parameters of B3Si, B6Si and Al are fully
optimized, which the sufficient k-points of Monkhorst−Pack grids40

for Brillouin zone integration were taken in order to make the
calculations of relaxation converge. For the calculations of B3Si/Al and
B6Si/Al interfaces, the superlattices of B3Si/Al and B6Si/Al are built
with (B3Si 1 × 1 × 2 supercell)/(Al 2 × 3 × 3 supercell), and (B6Si 1
× 1 × 4 supercell)/(Al 1 × 1 × 4 supercell), respectively. All interfaces
are along the (0 0 1) direction. The optimized lattice parameters in x−
y plane of B3Si and B6Si are taken as the corresponding lattice
parameters of B3Si/Al and B6Si/Al superlattices, respectively. All ions
in superlattices are fully relaxed. The Brillouin zone integration of the
superlattice of B3Si/Al and B6Si/Al is performed using 4 × 2 × 1 and 8
× 8 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack grids. For the calculations of the B6Si/Al
interface doped with Cu, Ti, and Zr substituting the Al site, the
superlattice of B6Si(2 × 2 × 4)/Al(2 × 2 × 4) is employed. The details
of the DFT models are listed in the Supporting Information.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We shall first report how to reproduce the measured wetting to
temperature dependence by using a single thermodynamic
property, GYL, which can also be read from the Ellingham
diagram, in four pure tin/oxide systems. Then extend the
wetting calculation to include alloys and nonoxides; finally, we
apply the developed principle and calculation method to
predict new additives for aluminum wetting on B6Si substrate.

3.1. Wetting of Pure Liquid Tin on Solid Surfaces in
Each of the Four Sn−MiO (i = SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, and
ZrO2) Systems. As shown in Figure 1, K. Nogi et al.41

measured the wetting angles of pure liquid tin on solid oxides
(SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, and ZrO2) by the sessile drop method.
They found that the wetting angles are linearly correlated to the
wetting temperatures. We calculated GYL for each of their
experiment points in the four systems, and obtained a direct
linear relationship between the cosine of wetting angle and GYL,
as shown in Figure 1a (Sn−SiO2), Figure 1b (Sn−MgO),

Figure 1. Linear relationship between experiment32 (cosine wetting
angles) and calculated GYL, in Sn−SiO2, −MgO, −Al2O3, and −ZrO2
systems. The formulas listed in panels a−d are obtained by using the
least-squares regression method.
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Figure 1c (Sn−Al2O3), and Figure 1d (Sn-ZrO2), at a
temperature range of 700−1700 K. It is interesting that the
effect of Mg phase transition (from liquid to gas at 1368 K)
automatically accounts for in the GYL calculations, as
demonstrated in Figure 1b where the two lines join between
the two experiment points (1308 and 1403 K) that are the
closest in temperature to 1368 K. Because GYL represents the
pressure drops (with reference to the oxygen partial pressure at
the gas/liquid metal interface) across the gas/liquid metal and
gas/solid oxide interfaces, and the pressure drops are associated
with the dominating gas phase entropy changes, it is no surprise
that we can establish a linear relationship between the cosine of
wetting angles and GYL. It seems that the higher the absolute
value of GYL (or the larger the relative pressure drop), the
smaller the wetting angle. This is expected because an increase
in gas phase entropy stabilizes the gas/liquid metal/solid oxide
system. To demonstrate the prediction power of the regression
equation in Figure 1a, here we calculate the cosine of wetting
angle at 1000 K, which was reported as −0.65 by K. Nogi et
al.41 By using GYL = (ΔG1−ΔG2)/ΔG1 = (−367 522 J/mol +
730 288 J/mol)/(−367 522 J/mol) = −0.50, and the regression
equation in Figure 1a, our predicted cosine wetting angle is
−0.64, which is very close to the experiment value of −0.65.
Alternatively, we can read the oxygen partial pressures from the
Ellingham diagram (as shown earlier) and use GYL =
ln(2PO2/1PO2)/ln1PO2 to reach the same result.
3.2. Softening of Liquid Surface in Zinc Galvanizing-

Extension from the Wetting of Pure Liquid Metals to
Liquid Alloys. Although the vapor phase contributes to the
largest entropy changes of the system, we still have to account
for the entropy changes in the liquid and solid phases if they do
not remain constant in the studied systems. In zinc galvanizing,
minor metallic element/additives are commonly applied into
the molten zinc to improve the quality of the coating formation.
Addition of 0.1 wt % Ni will reduce the coating thickness by
about 3-fold,21,22 but no improvement is reported with Cu
addition. The effect of chemical additives (Ni, Ti, and Zr) on
the steel weight loss was measured by Sebisty et al.42 in the
galvanizing of rimmed steel at 460 °C. They reported that
without any additive the original steel weight loss was 27.8 g/
m2. But by adding 0.2% Ni the observed weight loss was
reduced to 22.3 g/m2, and the wetting angle of Zn on steel
reduces. To calculate the above wetting behaviors, we have to
take into consideration the changes in liquid entropy that is no
longer ignorable. By solution thermodynamic calculations, we
confirm that Ni, not Cu, is an effective liquid phase softening
element. A general design principle for the selection of alloy
elements in the zinc galvanizing process is subsequently
developed.
We first check if a Ni−Zn liquid solution is positively or

negatively deviated from an ideal solution, which will indicate if
the Ni−Zn atomic bonding is promoted. The calculated activity
coefficients of Zn and Ni, at 450 °C in the Zn−Ni liquid phase
at a composition of equal molar ratio, are 1.01 and 1.50,
respectively, from FactSage, which indicates that this Ni−Zn
alloy is positively deviated from an ideal solution. Therefore, by
adding Ni into molten Zn, the liquid phase becomes less stable
(or soften), and the added Ni atoms will be repelled away from
the liquid zinc phase and mobile to the surface. Similarly, the
calculated activity coefficients of Zn and Cu at 450 °C are 0.276
and 0.280, respectively, which confirms that Cu−Zn is a
negative deviated solution. Cu atoms form strong Cu−Zn
bonds in the liquid (or hardening) and destabilize the Zn/ZnO

interface, which results in larger wetting angles than in the pure
zinc wetting. The above solution thermodynamic calculations
explain well the experiment observations. To demonstrate
further the thermodynamic competition between Ni and Cu
additions, we simulate their softening effects to the gas/M1
(liquid) interfaces (in eq 4) by an equilibrium calculation of eq
1 at 450 °C of two phases; one liquid alloy (1 mol of Zn, 1 mol
of Ni, and 1 mol of Cu) and one liquid oxide (ZnO + NiO +
Cu2O), as shown below:

+ + + + +

= +n n

Zn Ni Cu ZnO NiO Cu O

3.99 3.00
2

Alloy
I

Oxide
I

(6)

where the molar fractions of liquid alloy nAlloy
I are 0.75 Cu, 0.25

Ni, and 8.0 × 10−6 Zn, and the molar fractions of liquid oxide
nOxide
I are 0.67 ZnO, 0.33 NiO, and 4.0 × 10−3 Cu2O.
Before wetting, the system initially consists of 1 mol of Zn, 1

mol of Ni, and 1 mol of Cu for the alloy and 1 of mol ZnO, 1
mol of NiO, and 1 mol of Cu2O for the oxide, After equilibrium
is reached between the alloy and the oxide phase, there are 3.99
mol of alloy and 3.00 mol oxide formed (based on FactSage
calculations). And the calculated partition-configuration-en-
tropy values of Cu and Ni are, respectively, 2.9 and 4.7 J K−1

mol−1. Almost all Cu atoms are concentrated in the liquid alloy
phase and rarely in the oxide phase, but the opposite trend is
seen for Ni, which results in the higher partition-configuration-
entropy. Although the final real oxide product is a solid, we use
the thermodynamic model for liquid oxide solutions to mimic
the interface with the amorphous-like oxides at the early
nucleation stage.
The pressure drop at the vapor/liquid interface is the driving

force in determining the wetting joint geometry. When the
change in entropy contributed from either the liquid or the
solid phase is no longer invariant, these entropy changes have
to be calculated by using the state-of-art of solution chemistry
models and databases. Alloy elements are predicted to improve
the wetting if they have lower partition in the liquid metal (via
forming positive deviated solution or softening the liquid) than
in the amorphous oxide phase.

3.3. Softening of Liquid Surface in Al−B4C System-
Extension from the Wetting on Oxides to Nonoxide
Substrates. Aluminum is strengthened by forming a metal
matrix composite (MMC) with B4C for commercial
applications like lightweight rails for high speed trains and
neutron absorbents in nuclear power plants. The effect of
chemical additives (Ti and Zr) on the wetting of B4C was
measured by Oh et al.43 using pressure infiltration of liquid Al
alloys into the B4C powder specimens at a temperature range of
700−900 °C. Therefore, Ti alloying in Al may improve wetting
but no improvement was observed for Cu alloying.43,44 To
explain the above wetting behaviors, we have to expand our
solution thermodynamic calculations (on eq 1) to include
nonoxide like B4C.
Although there it is a reactive interface, the initial nucleation

mechanism of Al rich clusters on the B4C surface is modulated
by the solution chemistry of the MMC. This expansion of the
method (eq 1) to nonoxide systems makes it possible to study
new wetting theory on 2D structures like CNT45 and BNNT46

in the future.
We first calculate the solid oxidation sequence in the Al−B4C

system by reacting 1 mol of Al and 1 mol of B4C with n mol of
O2 at 750 °C, using FactSage software. The results indicate that
Al2O3 and (Al2O3)9(B2O3) start to form, respectively, at n <
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0.001 and n = 0.60. Therefore, the oxidation sequence at the
Al/B4C interface is Al3+ and followed by B3+, which means
Al2O3 and B2O3 may participate in the early nucleation stage at
the Al/B4C interface. To demonstrate the thermodynamic
competition between Ti and Cu additions in the Al−B4C
system, we simulate their softening effects at the gas/Al (liquid)
interfaces by a modified eq 1; an equilibrium calculation at 750
°C of two phases; one liquid alloy (Al + Ti + Cu) plus one
liquid oxide (Al2O3 + B2O3+ TiO2 + Cu2O), as shown below:

+ + + + + +

= +n n

Al Ti Cu Al O TiO Cu O B O

4.00 3.00
2 3 2 2 2 3

Alloy
II

Oxide
II

(7)

where the molar fractions of liquid alloy nAlloy
II are 0.13 Al, 0.75

Cu, and 0.11 Ti, the molar fractions of liquid oxide nOxide
II are

0.41 Al2O3, 0.25 Ti2O3, 2.7 × 10−3 TiO2, 6.3 × 10−9 Cu2O, and
0.33 B2O3. The calculated partition-configuration-entropy
values of Cu and Ti are, respectively, 2.9 and 4.2 J K−1

mol−1. It is clear that Cu and Ti atoms enriched respectively
in the alloy and oxide phase. Therefore, Ti atoms prefer moving
away from the liquid Al but concentrate within the oxide phase,
which enlarge the relative pressure drops and reduce the
wetting angles. But Cu addition has the opposite effect as Ti
with regards to the equilibrium between alloy and oxide phases.
Subsequently, Cu atoms will not enlarge the relative pressure
drops and do not improve wetting of Al on B4C. Here we
propose a general wetting principle that an effective alloying
element will weaken the bonds within the liquid metal and
strength the bonds at the metal/gas interface, alternatively the
effective alloying element will have higher partition in the oxide
than in the liquid metal phase. Solution thermodynamic models
and databases are at handy to predict the chemical equilibrium
between alloy and oxide phases, therefore the additive effects
for the wetting of metal (or alloy) on oxide (or nonoxide)
surfaces can be calculated from solution thermodynamics.
3.4. Prediction of Effective Softening Elements for

Liquid Surfaces in B6Si/Al System. Finally, the wetting of
aluminum on solid B6Si, a potential high strength and low mass
MMC, is simulated by using combined solution chemistry and
DFT calculations. And new alloy elements (Ti and Zr) to liquid
aluminum are proposed that are subject to further experiment
study. Here we first start with DFT calculations to study the
stability and electronic structure of candidate interfaces.
Solution thermodynamic calculations are then conducted to
determine the partitions of Ti and Zr between alloy and the Si−
B compounds, which complement the DFT study.
The B6Si has a cubic symmetry (space group: Pm3 ̅m), and

the B3Si has an orthorhombic symmetry (space group: Imma).
The optimized and experimental lattice parameters of B6Si,
B3Si, and Al are listed in Table 1. The superlattices of B6Si/Al
and B3Si/Al are shown in Figure 2. To determine the interfacial
formation energies ΔHf(α/Al) (α = B6Si or B3Si) of
superlattice α/Al, we calculated the total energy E(α/Al) for
the system consisting of the relaxed supercells of α and Al, and

the total energies E(α) and E(Al) for the individual supercells
of α and Al, which the individual supercells is the same with
those comprising the superlattices of α/Al. From these
quantities, the interfacial formation energy ΔHf(α/Al) is
defined as

α α αΔ = − − SH ( /Al) [E( /Al) E( ) E(Al)]/f (8)

where S is the area of the interface. The calculated results are
listed in Table 2. We find that the interfacial formation energy

of B6Si/Al is negative (ΔHf(B6Si/Al) = −0.14 eV/Å2), which
means the formation of B6Si/Al interface is an exothermic
process, implying the interface can naturally form. The
interfacial formation energy of B3Si/Al, however, is positive
(ΔHf(B3Si/Al) = 0.21 eV/Å2), which is not chemically
favorable.
To calculate the formation energies of B6Si/Al doped with

softening elements, i.e., Cu, Ti, and Zr, we use a softening
element substitute one Al atom at the interface. The formation
energy ΔHf(B6Si/Al:β, q) (β = Cu, Ti, and Zr) is defined47,48 as

β

β μ μ

Δ

= Δ − + +β

q

q q

H (B Si/Al: , )

E(B Si/Al: , ) E
f 6

6 Al f (9)

β

β μ μ

Δ

= − − + +β

q

q q q

E(B Si/Al: , )

E(B Si/Al: , ) E(B Si/Al, ) E
6

6 6
0

Al
0

f
0

(10)

where ΔE(B6Si/Al:β, q) is the system containing the softening
element in charge state q, ΔE(B6Si/Al, q) is the same supercell
in the absence of the softening element. μi (i = β and Al) is the
chemical potential of constituent i referenced to elemental solid
or gas with chemical potential μi

0. Ef is the electronic Fermi
energy of B6Si/Al:β referenced to Fermi level of B6Si/Al(Ef

0).
The calculated results of B6Si/Al doped with softening
elements are listed in Table 3. We find that all formation
energies of B6Si/Al doped with softening elements are negative,

Table 1. Optimized Parameters of B3Si, B6Si and Ala

a0 (Å) b0 (Å) c0 (Å)

B3Si 8.372 (8.392) 12.590 (12.568) 6.223 (6.213)
B6Si 4.133 (4.130) 4.133 4.133
Al 4.038 (4.050) 4.038 4.038

aThe values in brackets correspond to the experimental values.

Figure 2. (a) Crystal structures of the (0 0 1) interfaces of B6Si/Al;
(b) crystal structures of the interfaces (0 0 1) of B3Si/Al.

Table 2. Calculated Interfacial Formation Energy of B6Si/Al
and B3Si/Al

α/Al B6Si B3Si

ΔHf(α/Al)(eV/Å
2) −0.14 0.21
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implying that these substituting processes are spontaneous
without exhausting external energy. Among the three softening
elements, the formation energy ΔHf(B6Si/Al:Cu, 0) is the
highest; however, the formation energy ΔHf(B6Si/Al:Zr, 0) is
the lowest, which means that the B6Si/Al doped with Zr is
more stable. The reason is that the ability of ionization
increases following the order of Cu, Ti, and Zr, meaning that at
the interfaces it is easier to form Zr−B than Cu−B and Ti−B
bonds. Thus, the softening element Zr is more favorable than
the other two.
In Figure 3, we show the projected density of states of the

B6Si/Al superlattice and Cu-, Ti- and Zr-doped superlattice. In

Figure 3a, we find that B2s−B2p and Si3s−Si3p have strong s−p
hybridization, which is observed from −9 to −12 eV and −14
to −15 eV. The main B2p states are located between 0 and −9
eV, which is coupled with Al3s, Al3p, and Si3p states under the
Fermi level. Above the Fermi level, their antibonding states
have strong coupling. As we know, the B2p level is at −8.43 eV,
Cu3d level is at −20.26 eV, Ti3d level is at −11.05 eV, and Zr4d
level is at −8.46 eV.49 The coupling of Cu3d state and B2p state
is weak because the Cu3d level is far below the B2p level.
However, the Zr4d state has strong bonding with the B2p state
because the Zr4d level is very close to the B2p level. This trend is
shown in Figure 3b−3d. In Figure 3b, the Cu3d state is a very
local state and far below the Fermi level, which means it has
weak bonding with the B2p state. In Figure 3c,d, the
antibonding states of Ti3d and Zr4d are pushed above the
Fermi level because they have strong coupling with the B2p
state. Especially, the Zr4d antibonding state is a nonlocal state,
which means its coupling with the B2p state is the strongest
among the three softening elements.
In Figure 4, we plot the partial charge density near the Fermi

level of B6Si/Al superlattice and Cu-, Ti-, and Zr-doped

superlattice. For the undoped B6Si/Al superlattice shown in
Figure 4a, the main charge density locates in the Al zone.
However, the main charge densities of Ti- and Zr-doped
superlattice, shown in Figure 4c and 4d, only focus on the Ti
and Zr atoms. In Figure 4b, charge density of Cu near the
Fermi level is very little because of the lower 3d state of Cu.
Our DFT calculations show that (1) B6Si/Al is a stable

interface and B3Si/Al is not, (2) Ti and Zr, not Cu, addition
promote electron transportation from Al liquid to B6Si solid at
the interfaces. We predict that by a combined Ti and Zr
addition, the wetting of Al on B6Si will be further improved.
More experiments will follow in the near future.
For solution thermodynamic calculations, similar to the Al

wetting on B4C, we first calculate the solid oxidation sequence
in the B6Si/Al system by reacting 1 mol of Al and 1 mol of B6Si
with n mol of O2 at 750 °C, using FactSage software. Al2O3 and
(Al2O3)9(B2O3) start to form, respectively, at n < 0.001 and n =
0.60, so that the oxidation sequence is first Al3+ and then B3+.
Therefore, to demonstrate the thermodynamic competition
between Zr (or Ti) and Cu additions in the B6Si/Al system, we
simulate their softening effects at the gas/Al(liquid) interfaces
by the modified eq 1: an equilibrium calculation at 750 °C of
two phases; one liquid alloy (Al + Zr + Cu) plus one liquid
oxide (Al2O3 + B2O3+ Cu2O+ ZrO2) as shown below:

+ + + + + +

= +n n

Al Zr Cu Al O B O Cu O ZrO

4.55 3.55
2 3 2 3 2 2

Alloy
III

Oxide
III

(11)

where the molar fractions of liquid alloy nAlloy
III are 0.27 Al, 0.66

Cu, and 0.07 Zr, and the molar fractions of liquid oxide nOxide
III

are 0.25 Al2O3, 0.47 ZrO2, 0.28 B2O3, and 6.4 × 10−10 Cu2O.
The calculated partition-configuration-entropy values of Cu and
Zr are, respectively, 2.7 and 3.8 J K−1 mol−1. Metal Zr and Cu
have the highest partitions in the oxide and metal phase,

Table 3. Calculated Formation Energies of B6Si/Al Doped
with Softening Elements (Cu, Ti, and Zr)

β Cu Ti Zr

ΔHf(B6Si/Al:β, 0) (eV) −1.04 −1.47 −2.24

Figure 3. Projected density of states (pDOS) of B6Si/Al superlattice
doped with Cu, Ti, and Zr, respectively. (a) B6Si/Al superlattice, (b)
Cu-doped B6Si/Al superlattice, (c) Ti-doped B6Si/Al superlattice, and
(d) Zr-doped B6Si/Al superlattice. The dash-dot line is the Fermi level
of the B6Si/Al superlattice.

Figure 4. Partial charge density near by the Fermi level of B6Si/Al
superlattice doped with Cu, Ti, and Zr, respectively. (a) B6Si/Al
superlattice, (b) Cu-doped B6Si/Al superlattice, (c) Ti-doped B6Si/Al
superlattice, and (d) Zr-doped B6Si/Al superlattice.
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respectively; in other words, Zr and Cu atoms prefer an
oxidized and a reduced electronic state, respectively. This is
consistent with the DFT calculations shown in Figure 4, where
the partial charge density near by the Fermi level of B6Si/Al
superlattice reaches the highest in the Zr doped and the least in
the Cu doped interface. Therefore, the interface is more stable
and better wetted with Zr-doping than Cu-doping. Our
solution thermodynamic calculation results are consistent
with that of DFT calculations.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A universal wetting principle is established from solution
thermodynamic theory and eq 1 to account for the entropy
changes and pressure drops at the gas/metal and gas/solid
interfaces, and as an example, new additives (Zr and Ti) to
improve the wetting of Al on B6Si are proposed. DFT
calculations are applied to confirm the model predictions. Our
results show (1) wettability at the metal/gas/substrate
interfaces involves not only stable but also metastable chemicals
and phases (as in eq 1), which is partially supported by the
recent observation on the role of liquid nuclei to the solid−
solid transition.23 And the entropy change during wetting is a
dominate factor governing the wetting angles due to the
involvement of gas phase. This finding further enforces the
current discussion on the role of entropy to phase
transition.27,28 (2) Pressure drops at the gas/pure-metal and
gas/pure-substrate interfaces are the main driver for wetting
whose temperature dependence can be approximated by using
a newly defined thermodynamic parameter, GYL (eq 4). And
the Ellingham diagram is handy to calculate GYL and evaluate
the changes of oxygen partial pressure with temperature. (3)
Additive effects to wetting in Zn galvanizing can be calculated
from solution chemistry of the liquid alloy and liquid oxide
phases (eqs 1 and 6), which signal their contributions to
entropy changes. Additives that prefer to stay in the oxide and
away from the alloy lead to improved wettability. (4) Similarly,
in the B4C/Al system, Cu and Ti prefer to stay in alloy and
oxide phases, respectively (eqs 1 and 7); therefore, by Ti
alloying in aluminum, the wettability is improved. (5) Based on
DFT calculations, B6Si/Al is a stable interface and B3Si/Al is
not. In addition, Ti and Zr, not Cu, addition results in more
electron transportation from aluminum liquid to B6Si, and
subsequently leads to reduce wetting angles. This is consistent
with the solution thermodynamic calculations (eqs 1 and 11).
Our proposed wetting principle and the specific calculation

protocol based on solution thermodynamics (eq 1) that reveals
the entropy changes can be applied for the general design of
alloy elements to improve the wetting between liquid metal and
oxides or boron-containing compounds. Furthermore, it
provides a new paradigm for research in catalytic chemistry,
heterogeneous nucleation (growth), elastowetting, and cell−
substrate interactions.
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